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A truly grand fantasy adventure game where you can achieve three different endings by
playing in different ways. ABOUT ELDEN RING: A vast fantasy world created by a legend
of the world of ARPG. ABOUT YAKY PIKY: The new company by the legendary developer,
Smilegate. Yakky Piky is the developer of "Yaky-Paky" among a series of titles. You can
expect more of Yakky-Paky at this year's E3. About Smilegate: Smilegate is a mobile
game company founded in May of 2004, with the goal to create games with the highest
graphics and excellent gameplay. Smilegate is the most-known developer of the RPG
Yaky-Paky! (Mod for SUPERHOT) They managed to sell over half a million units of Yaky-
Paky with the help of their own mobile game distribution platform called Top Mobile. An
internal team leader of the company, Shigeo Komori, is famous for the best-selling card
game, like Dragon Quest Z, Mage Gauntlet, Star Wars X-Wing and The Secret of Mana.
About Yakky Piky Yakky Piky is a new game developer from the famous game producer,
Smilegate. Their goal is to create high-quality games with best graphics that will surpass
their predecessors. ABOUT THE E3 TO THE WORLD: E3 is the event that is the symbol of
games. In June of each year, the world's leading trade fair for the industry, The E3 show
takes place, a large event that attracts hundreds of thousands of people from around
the world. This year, a new addition is being added. · E3 2018 - Register now! - E3 will
be held in Los Angeles, USA from June 11 to 13. - E3 2018 will feature the latest games
from leading game developers, an E3 theme park, fan events, and more. - E3 will also
feature a series of talks and presentations from top game developers about the future of
games. * E3 2018 Program Lineup 《Videogame Exhibit》 This is an exhibit where you can
see the latest games. Find out what the latest games will be and how it is to work for
these games. Also, this is a place where

Features Key:
Diverse Story (Clad in a Myth): Will you be guided by the grace to bless the land by
defeating the nemesis who has caused a fall from grace? Then rise, Tarnished. Into a
colorful fantasy world filled with excitement and a high sense of accomplishment!
Customize your Experience: Develop the skills of a unique character. The choice of
weapons and armor. The creation of custom content. The choice of Race, Skill, Weapon,
Armor, etc. Strategic battles with excitement will be waiting for you. You can even
create your own character.
Explore and Battle Together!: Team up with other players to explore a vast world or
to create a challenging dungeon by using the in-game chat.
Brandish the Power of the Elden Ring: Rise to be an Elden Lord and become the
leader of the alliance of lords. Ensure the survival of the Lands Between by bringing
peace to the land using the Elden Ring and weakening the nemesis and its minions.
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New UI style (Upgrade)
New merchandising
Play VFX
Added a tutorial
Other
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